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ٴખૢఐ৾தৈಓਗ਼ႀྰम;ؚ3Dभৈઌ૬ऊै;3Dऽदभफ़५୭ৣदभजभৃ௴ऋदऌऽघ؛ऽञؚ
फ़५୭ৣदभਗ਼ग़ॿঝॠشଷী((ق/6ुك૭ચदघ؛फ़५मଁ௺ڮदোदऌؚ12+&2फ़५ऩन॑
ଞखथःऽघ؛েમऩनभ ઃ੪&7दमમ५ॸش४मभൊऋ૭ચदघ؛ऒभ56+9(0पेॊॼঀॸ
ॡঀট४شউছॵॺইज़شহदभଢ଼੍ର॑ງஂखऽघ؛
Reaction Science High Voltage Electron Microscopy (RS-HVEM) allows in situ observation and EELS in a gas
atmosphere (N2, O2, H2, CO, air, etc.), with a pressure range from 3x10-6 to 1.3x104 Pa. The holder inclinable up to
㼼70㼻holder for HVSTEM are effective for 3D observations of thicker biological and non-biological specimens. This
report describes some studies provided to use RS-HVEM.

फ़५୭जभৃৰୡ

In-situ observation of the gas atmosphere experiment

ٴಞफ़५पेॊ॥থॱॿش३ঙথभுৰୡ

Removal experiment of the contamination using oxygen gas

ਗ਼ႀྰदள౫મরभຍಞ෯২॑ीॊपमؚમपહାघॊ॥থॱ
ॿش३ঙথऋপऌऩਖधऩॊ؛মଢ଼दमؚમपಞफ़५ ৺3D
॑োखؚમपહାघॊ॥থॱॿش३ঙথ॑ுऔचॊু১॑৫ख
ञ؛ຍಞ෯২म67(0((/6॑৷ःੑखञ؛મपमຍಞ॑அऽऩः̢ৼ
धؚຍಞஅि̤ৼभँॊள॑৷ःञ؛ D রभశଞपः୩ୠपਗ਼॑
ীසೝखञपुঢ়ॎैङؚளभ̢ৼपउःथຍಞ෯২मڬ٫॑ંखञ؛
ਹ৷؟ৗકসઙૄভ ි༝ધ
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ৄলख؟এॖথॺওॖজड़
3D observation of the biological sample
7RSLFV؟এॖথॺ ওॖজड़

ٴ+967(0पेॊห྾রभওছॽথ⅖၄भয়৬ଡണ൸
3D observation of human hair melanin using high voltage STEM

தৈಓਗ਼ႀྰ +9(0 मৈः්ૌચৡ॑થखथःॊ؛মଢ଼दम
67(0ਃચ॑ਹ৷खؚห྾রभওছॽথ⅖၄॑য়৬ଡണखञ௴؛भટؚ
ওছॽথ⅖၄मऎभૉभ৵ཝृওছॽথ⅖၄भশः্प३ॺش
૾ଡୗध३૾ॺشଦഔଡୗ॑அिჍभेअऩਗຜदଡਛऔोथःञऒध
ऋীऊढञ؛ऒभਗຜभଡୗमశଞपමᒔऩଡୗदँॉؚওছॽথ⅖၄
॑ীੰघॊห྾भ౦දभച່ुऔोॊऒधऋਖ਼खञ؛
ਹ৷؟شঘشઙૄভ ০੩ึ

A contamination attaching to a sample becomes the problem to find carbon

The ultrastructure of melanin granules in human hair was studied using 1,000

density in steel materials. In this study, we developed a method to removal the

kV high voltage scanning transmission electron microscopy to successfully

contamination which introduced oxygen gas (about 13Pa), and attached to a

reconstruct three dimensional images of the whole melanin granule. It was

sample. Electron beam were irradiated for 65 minutes in the very small area (in

revealed that the melanin granule was composed of a membrane-like outer

Fig. a). As a results of measurement of carbon density using EELS, the carbon

structure that included many spherical vesicles, and an inner matrix containing

concentration showed 0% in α phase ( α: not include carbon, γ: include carbon ).

a sheet-like structure in the elongated direction of the melanin granule and a

User affiliation : Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corp. T. Amino

sheet-like arrays structure in the cross direction.
User affiliation : Hoyu Co.,Ltd, T. Imai

ளभSTEM൸ (a)धؚEELSपेॊຍಞ෯২भੑટ (b)

தৈಓਗ਼ႀྰभ67(0द୶खञห྾রभওছॽথ⅖၄भয়৬ଡണ൸

Fig. (a) :STEM-Image, Fig. (b) : Concentration of carbon using EELS

The three dimensional image of melanin granules in human hair using HV-STEM
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